From 15 to 1500 in 30 Years
Then & Now
The mission of MassCUE, an organization of technology-using educators is to create, share & support visions of teaching & learning which focus on uses of technology which enhance the educational environment.
The Presidents

- Len Huber
- Alan November
- Martin Huntley
- Earle Hancock
- Nancy Vose
- Laurene Belisle
- Kathy Peloquin
- Laurie Keating
- Walter McKenzie
- Annamarla Schrimpf
- Leo Brehm
Timeline 1

• **December 1982**
  
  *Len Huber started the Massachusetts Association of Computer-Using Educators.*

• **March 1983**
  
  *First conference in Easthampton .. 15 attending*
  
  *MASS-CUE REPORTS, official newsletter & publication of conference proceedings*
Timeline.2

- **October 17, 1986** *First conference with vendor participation.* 350 attending

- **Feb 18, 1987** *MassCUE Incorporated*

- **June 1987** *First MassCUE Calendar complements quarterly MassCUE newsletter ‘onCUE’*
Timeline.3

- **1987 Cont’d**
  *First Statehouse Day (Kids & Computers)*

- **1989**
  *First Pathfinder Award*

- **1990**
  *Special interest groups (SIGs) led by Chuck Drayton*
Timeline 4

- **1991**  John LeBaron represented Higher Education
- **2006**  First grants offered
- **2009**  First joint conference with MASS
PATHFINDER AWARD RECIPIENTS

1989  Earle Hancock • Thomas Plati
1990  Lyn Huttunen • Dorothy Natoli
      Roxanne Mendrinos • Alan November
1991  Maureen Gannon • Mark Greenman
      Martin Huntley • Thomas Vaughn
1992  Rob Reilly • Lelia Sapienza • Bob Tucker
1993  Paul D. Colombo • Sherry Dalton
      Richard W. Gross • Richard A. Worcester
      Isa Kaftal Zimmerman
PATHFINDER AWARD RECIPIENTS

1994 Laurene M. Belisle • Paul Hickman
   Jane Manzelli • Donald McNamara
   Marjorie Modena

1995 Alfred B. Cawthorn • Chuck Drayton
   Cheryl Forster • Eva Gibalic • Randi Stone

1996 Anthony L. D'Accholi • Jonathan Gallishaw
   John LeBaron • Pamela Moline • Kathleen
   Schrock • James F. Scully • Paula Wilson

1997 Sandra Budreau • Bernard DiNatale • Martha
   Eaton • Laurie Keating • Grace Magley • James
   Modena • James Warner • David E. Wilkins
PATHFINDER AWARD RECIPIENTS

1998 Robert W. Birch • Nancy Dillon
Sharon Esempio • Joanna E. Krepelka
Pauline Lamarche • Steven E. Miller
Kathy Moss • Kathleen M. Peloquin

1999 Valerie Becker • Nancy Gardner
Ann M. Grady • Kimberly Rice-Joyce
Eileen B. Kelly • Jim Lafave • Denise Quinn • Linda Reading
2000 Linda Colvin • Deborah O'Brien
Andrew Stenson • Helen R. & Morton R. Sternheim • Candyce Wainwright

2001 Ed Biggs • Lauraine Hawkins • Joanne Hentnick • Philip Holt • Connie Louie
Beth Lowd • Judy Miller • Laurie Patterson
Robert W. Ramsdell • Nathaniel Uttaro
Evelyn J. Woldman

2002 Mary Eldringhoff • Christine Gegg
Deborah Lemieux • Christine Margulies
Mary Ann Siclari • Mary Frances Zilonis
PATHFINDER AWARD RECIPIENTS

2003 Eileen Barnett • Maureen A. Brisson
Diana Campbell • Gail Ross-McBride
Algort Runeman • Alice Santiago
Eileen Woods • Maureen B. Yoder

2004 Dona Boivin • Mary Kavanaugh
Madalaine Pugliese • Elizabeth Wernig

2005 Jeffery Bajgot • Arthur Jackman
Romeo Marquis • Bedora R. Morgan
Marcy J. Reed • Carole Schuster
PATHFINDER AWARD RECIPIENTS

2006  Deborah Donohue • Beth Kennedy
      Mary Marotta • Walter McKenzie

2008  Ellen Driscoll • John Heffernan
      Ragen Tiliakos

2009  Robert Cornacchioli • Jennie Hallisey

2010  Helena Naglack • Bethann Orr
      Joan Thormann

2011  Suzy Brooks * Nancy Dawson

2012  Peter Billman-Golemme • Lori Cooney
      Patricia Oakley
Some of the vendors who have supported us over the years:

• Norah Alexander • Tom & Ruth Borrowman • Dan DelVecchio
• Chuck Hitchcock • Cheryl Larsen Diana Nunalley • Nancy Schick
• Pepita Solo • Bob Sullivan • Joyce Tobias • Steve Kowalski
Staffing MassCUE:

• Lelia Richardson … 1987-2009
• Gabrielle Richard-Harrington … *Interim* … 2009-2010
• Shelley Chamberlain… 2010 to present, Executive Director
MassCUE Committees

- Awards & Recognition
- Bylaws, Policies & Procedures
- Communications
- Grants
- Professional Development
- Influence & Advocacy
- Special Interest Group (SIG)
- Vendor Advocacy
- Conference
- Development & Outreach
- Elections
- Finance
People to thank for their contributions (not previously listed)

Ron Kohler • Priscilla Kotyk
Steve Lamarche • Bev Reber
Charlie Schiller • Sheila Watson

(there many others who helped...it takes many hands & heads to build a successful organization)
The past is prelude to the future

- MassCUE will continue to support the advancement of learning through innovation & support of teachers & administrators statewide.
- We will facilitate this through advocacy, partnerships, & professional development opportunities.